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Why Rsam?
Built for Change

Demonstrate Value Quickly

Puts Control in Your Hands

Most GRC platforms are outdated before
they’re fully implemented. That’s because
vendors usually ask for all requirements
upfront and hardwire dependencies during
the initial design. Not Rsam. Our platform
can adapt to any change you throw its
way. Your modules all draw from a single,
centralized repository built in a relational
architecture. That means you can
make changes without fear of
breaking dependencies.

Deploy an out-of-the-box, turnkey baseline
configuration that addresses your most
urgent use case within 30 days and iterate
from there. With Rsam, you can also easily
customize the baseline to meet your own
unique needs. Iterate each step of the way
until you reach 100% of your requirements.
This keeps your implementation
manageable and moving forward.

Your GRC program is unique to your
organization – and Rsam thinks it should
stay that way. We give you control over
what modules you want to implement and
in what order. There is no custom coding or
expensive rework if you change your mind.
Rsam’s relational architecture leverages a
central database so you can build new use
cases at your own speed. You save time,
resources and money.
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Rsam can help you transform GRC from
ugly to elegant in 30 days. We keep it
simple. Start with your highest priority
modules. Add on as you go with a
spectrum of modules to meet the most
demanding requirements.

Whether you need to build an integrated
Security Incident Response Platform
(SIRP) or get a better handle on your
Vulnerabilities, Rsam can help. Rsam’s
modules facilitate proactive measures and
controls to fill gaps, with comprehensive
workflows that trigger fast response.

Chances are you’re managing more
vendors than ever. Rsam gives you
everything you need for solid, reliable
vendor risk analysis and management.
Intuitive workflows guide you through
assessment, issue tracking, notification,
remediation and reporting. And our
relational data approach allows you to “ask
once; evaluate against many.”

Rsam Solutions

Our Platform – Your Use Case
Organizations of all sizes rely on the Rsam Platform to consolidate and automate any existing business-critical process dealing with risk,
compliance, and lT/Security management. Implement prescriptive out-of-the box solutions and deploy customer solution extensions
with ease. No coding or expensive rework required.
Easily deploy your solution on premise, in the cloud or a combination. And it’s instantly available through mobile devices.

About Rsam
Rsam helps organizations meet their security, risk and compliance goals quickly, even as requirements are always changing. Our
enterprise software platform uses a relational architecture and captures data in a single, centralized repository. Unlike other systems,
we don’t hard-wire dependencies based on requirements that were probably outdated before implementation began. Instead,
the Rsam platform is built to adapt and puts the user in control. Learn more at rsam.com.
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